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he grew up in such a religiously
Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004
His Authorized Version of the B
important and influential people
not actually translate the text. T
educators as well as his view of
effort to determine what King J
how those views may have affe
James correlated his opinions a
ology to create a distinctively e
King James VI of Scot
not know his father or mother a
political atmosphere of 16th Ce
months, he ascended to the Sco
at such a young age was occasio
of his mother, Mary Queen of S
tion attempt on Queen Elizabeth
later died with no direct heir to
cousin, King James VI of Scotl
of Scotland then took the title o
ed control of the Church and St
somewhat precarious states. Cla

1 “King James I Biograph
lord.com/kingbio.htm; Internet; acc
Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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There is little doubt that as a child, Jame
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
very well
because Buchanan was much
Buchanan was an extremely strict and d
such a strong, largely unsympathetic tea
repercussions later in James’ life in his p
James’ writings he described God in term
James Buchanan, and Jesus in terms tha

other teacher, Peter Young.
James inherited from his tutors
Catholic Church,”7 but also a great love
Through his teachers he had access to an
he read the Classics, Reformation literat
Augsburg Confession, and writings from

2 Ibid.
3 Gerald Bray, ed. “The Preface to

Version, 1611: Theology” in Documents of t
Refo?'mation(M'mne(ipoY\s: Fortress Press, 19

4 William McElwee, The Wisest Fo

Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1958), 37.
5 D. Harris Wilson, King James VI
Company, 1956), 24.
6 McElwee, 37.
7 Wilson, 24.
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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of God.”13 There was no doubt i
Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004
God gave him the throne.
James’ childhood was n
with turmoil, attacks, threats, and
expect danger and to trust no one
turmoil and death during his chil
father no doubt contributed to his
desire for peace has been interpre
events;14 however, James’ kings
far more than his tumultuous you
It seems that his harsh,
ter, Buchanan, shaped James’ vie
James later wrote, in his Meditat
approaching God through prayer,
denote reverence, infinite love, a
8 Ibid., 22.
9 Ibid, 24.

10 McElwee, 39.
11 Ibid., 42.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.

14 McElwee, 37.
Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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As Bray noted,
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1

The theology of the Authoriz
Anglicanism at its moderate b
Puritan, but seeks to represen
. . . [T]he best witness to its r
all English-speaking Christian
tually came under its sway an
ent theological and ecclesiolo

This also shows how James wanted to
appease two contrasting religious grou
ogy-

In James’ perception of the n
ingly contrasting beliefs of God. The s
thinges, being always good"20 and “G
15 Wilson, 402.
16 Ibid., 200.

17 King James VI & I, Basilicon
www.jesus-is-lord.com/basilic.htm; Interne
18 Bray, 414.
19 Ibid.

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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His poem “Lepanto,” for examp
Brown andvictory
Price: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
5, 2004Turks in 157
against
the
James’ egocentricity also carried
Protestants and Catholics. Just a
Turks on His scale in heaven an
God would likewise judge betw
James’ view, God would undoub
English defeat of the Spanish A
intervention in earthly political
David and Israel from the Philis
that “had banded against the Lo
tion beneath the waves.”25 God
did not hesitate to identify Engl
furthering the parallel between G
England’s deliverance from the

20 King James VI & I, Da
www.jesus-is-lord.com/kjdaemon.h
21 King James VI & I, Th
available from www.jesus-is-lord.co
10/27/03.
22 King James VI & I, Ba
23 Wilson, 65.
24 Ibid., 65-66.
25 Ibid., 83-84.
Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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immediately before His ascens
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1

with them.’29

James saw himself in the line of Solomo
peace, and it is probable that he thought
that Christ left on earth.
James believed that the Anglic
dant of the primitive Christian Church,
of the “true” Church on earth, James fir
God-ordained head of the Anglican Chu
interesting parallel between James and J
“heads” of the “true church,” although i
Jesus as the King of the whole Church,
king of the true Church of England. Jam
the principall parts of that duetie which
King, to protect the trew church within
Christ had protected and guided the true
26 Wilson, 63.
27 Wilson, 63.
28 Ibid., 83.
29 Ibid., 272.
30 Wilson, 198.
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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power to defend His people. As
himself
as Review,
theVolume
representation
of G
Brown and
Price: Gardner-Webb
5, 2004
given him the authority, for God
expressed his feelings on the div
to Bcisilicon Dorotv.

God gives not Kings the

For on his throne his Sc
And as their subjects ou
So Kings should fear an

31 W.K. Jordan, Developm
(Gloucester, MA: Peter Smith, 1965

32 Donaldson, Gordon, “T
of King James VI and /, ed. Alan G.
1973), 54.

33 King James VI & I, Bas
34 Wilson, 131.
35 Wilson, 132.

36 Alister McGrath, In The
Bible and How It Changed a Nation
Doubleday, 2001), 141.
37 Jordan, 30.
38 Ibid., 105.
Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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of faith in God to overcome the struggle
Vol. 5 [2017],
Art. 1 temptation” fro
phrase Gardner-Webb
“lead Review,
us not
into
wrote:

The Greek hath it. . . ‘from t
put us in mind what need we h
to be preserved from that old t

He further explains the necessity for fai
Daemonologie,

No doubt, for there are three k
permit so to be tempted or trou

39 King James VI & I, Basilicon D
Stoiy of the King James Bible and How It C
a Culture, Alister McGrath (New York: Dou
40 Jordan, 33.
41 Wilson, 419.

42 King James VI & I, The Second
43 Jordan, 33.

44 King James VI and I, Meditatio
Larner, Christina, “James VI and I and Witc
and L Alan G.R. Smith, ed. (New York: St.
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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. . . preasse not curio
Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004
therein; for that were m
farther upon Gods secr
thought needful for us

It seemed that God was not One
One who was always at work in
the Spanish Armada and the Tu
Christian England. However, Ja
God and believed that a king “m
God by study of the Scriptures,
tive conscience.”49 James seem
having the same attitude toward
to have toward their king. God
believed that the reason God wa
the Bible is because it is a postu

imply a lack of focus, such as w

45 King James VI & I, Th

46 King James VI & I, Ba
47 Wilson, 105.

48 King James VI & I, Ba
49 Wilson, 134.
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In his work, A Paterne for a Kin
James showed how Christ, in Matthew 2
true King of Kings:
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1

I lighted upon that part, where
our Saviour, with putting the or
Which appeared to me to be so
head hammered upon it divers t
crown of thornes went never ou
the thorny cares, which a King
must be subject unto, as (God k
in mine owne person.54

It is apparent from this excerpt that Jame

50 King James VI & I, A Paterne fo
from www.jesus-is-lord.com/kjinaug.htm; In

51 King James VI & I, Basilicon D
52 Ibid.
53 Ibid.

54 King James VI & I, “The Epistle
King Inauguration', available from www.jesu
Internet; accessed 10/24/03.

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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One deserving complete respect
their earthly king. In the New Te
king, but James speaks of Jesus d
Father. An interesting relationshi
Buchanan displayed many of the
Jesus, to James, displays many o
other teacher, Peter Young. Wher
and demanding, Young was able
being much more sympathetic an
a great pedagogue,”56 being “go
Young was “gentle and loveable
humanity to James’s upbringing.
saying Young was someone that
Buchanan was someone that Jam
God, King James saw One who
things, anointed the kings of Isra
honored and treated as a subject

Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004

55 King James VI & I, A P
56 McElwee, 37.
57 Ibid., 38.
58 Ibid.
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not know the full implications of their a
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 5 [2017],from
Art. 1
immense
significance
these passag
and His purpose in the world. When the
scarlet robes on Jesus, James saw it in a
true purpose because

the robes of his flesh were dyed
dye of his bloud, whose bloud
may appeare holy and unspotte
robes, washed in the bloud of th

Therefore, Christ is the sacrificial Lamb
that through his blood we might achieve
is the way to be holy.
At Jesus’ “coronation” there wa
commonly used in the coronation cerem

59 King James VI & I, “The Epistle
Kings Inauguration.

60 King James VI & I, A Paterne f
61 Ibid.

62 King James VI & I, A Paterne fo

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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The Person was our Sa
Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004
for our exaltation, tortu
glory, and suffered for

The most interesting aspect of th
the trial of Jesus is that God bro
diers even without their knowin
their bodies” and “It pleased the
diers worship Christ in their bod
God controls the bodies of peop
even if those people are not awa
situation. James believes that th
bring something good out of som
God to bring light out of darkne
Christ “is the Creator and Redee
darkness, and one who uses eve
63 Ibid.
64 Ibid.

65 King James VI & I, A P
66 Ibid.
67 Ibid.
68 Ibid.

Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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plete opposition to God ),72 but instead
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
Other agents
of the devil were the Turk
Spaniards.74 This is why James esteem
Spanish Armada so highly because Spai
making it not a part of the true Church
seen as one of Satan’s agents. These pe
tion to God, God’s purpose, Jesus’ rede
the spread of the Church, of which Jam
James believed Jesus Christ to
Church,” the Church he established whi
“true” Church flourished because Satan
bound. In summation, the early Church
had Jesus, the true King of Peace from
However, the Anti-Christ, which is the
Church, entered the world, and the true
because of the Anti-Christ’s influence.
69 Wilson, 82.
70 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
72 Ibid, 105.

73 Lamer, 79.
74 Ibid.
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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Christ and God of James I work
meant working through him and
17th Century England, James I
head of the true Church, which
to himself, James was - Jesus.
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a Culture, Alister McGrath. Ne
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1

_. Daemonologie (1598). Availa
life.com/kjdaemon.htm. Interne

_. “The Epistle Dedicatorie” in A
Inauguration. Available from w
aug.htm. Internet; accessed 10

_. Meditation on the Lord's Pra
“James VI and I and Witchcraf
and /, Alan G.R. Smith, ed. Ne
1973.

_. A Paterne for a Kings Inaugu
www.iesus-is-lord.com/kjinaug
10/27/03.

_. The Seconde Booke of Daemo
www.jesus-is-life.com/kjdaemo
10/27/03.
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my fair one, and come away” (2:10 NRS
Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
calling Gardner-Webb
them into
a deeper spiritual expe
eternal marriage in heaven. In fact, the
most popular books of the Middle Ages
images of passionate, and sometimes ero
preted allegorically as speaking of the in
between God and the believer. Although
pretation lay in rabbinical Judaism and w
inventions, the ways in which Christians
“come away” (hereafter referred to as “t
experiences were unique nonetheless. B
ways, however, it may be helpful to exa
of the Christian understanding of the So
The origins of the book of Song
Solomon) are enigmatic. Scholars are u
the work, perhaps, as Mona West points

nature of love poetry.”1 While some sc
Fields, are convinced that the book can b
fourth century B.C.E.,2 Carl W. Ernst n

1 Mona West, “Song of Solomon,”
ed. Watson E. Mills and Richard F. Wilson (M
1995), 559.

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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all mankind.’”9 Thus, as Ernst p
Brownspiritual
and Price: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 5, 2004
interpretation
of this lov
beginning.’”10
Although Weston W. Fie
was not originally interpreted alle
W. Ernst notes that “for most of
the subject of allegorical interpre
seeing the Song of Songs as refer

2 Weston W. Fields, “Early
Song of Songs,” in Grace Theologic

3 Carl W. Ernst, “Interpreti
Spiritual and Sensual Love,” taken 8
<http://www.unc.edu/~cernst/articles
4 Ibid., 1.

5 Ibid., 3: see also West, 55

6 Ernst, 3; Fields, 227, iden
Mishnah,Yadaim 3:5.
7 Ernst, 4.
8 Ibid., 3.

9 Fields, 229. The referenc
Sanhedrin 12, 10, and 101a.
10 Ernst, 3.
11 Fields, 222, 231.

Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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of the relationship of the Jewish

Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1

Two images that Jewish writers invoked
were the Torah as wine15 and that God’s
“face to face,” so to speak, through the g
dition, was seen as the “kisses of his mou
It is unknown whether or not, o
Christians shared the Jewish concerns ov
book does not play a role in any of the N
Christian writings. As Christians began
and allegorize the Hebrew Scriptures as
the second century, however, the Song o
Christian interpretation. Bernard McGin

12 Ernst, 4.

13 Fields, 228. The references “is fo
Beshallah,” pericope 3.

14 Ernst, 4; see also Bernard McGin
Mysticism: Origins of the Fifth Century, vol.
History of Western Christian Mysticism (New
15 Fields, 229.
16 Ibid., 230.
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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of the Middle Ages, was his und
Brown and
Price: Gardner-Webb Review,
Volume 5, 2004
pertaining
to individual
believers
until the twelfth century, howeve
nate the interpretation of the Son
increasingly for the personal inte
Origen in the third century that “

best way to read the inner text o
17 McGinn, Foundations,

18 Ernst, 4.
19 McGinn, Foundations,
that the Christian allegorical interpre

Fields, 221-222, 228.
20 McGinn, Foundations.
church the Divine Lover comes to m
pretation of the Song of Songs presu
another dimension of it.”

21 McGinn, The Growth o

12th Century, vol. 2 of The Presenc
Mysticism (New York: Crossroad, 1
Clairvaux as instrumental in “meldin
reading of the Song after many cent
meanting had predominated.”
22 McGinn, Foundations,

Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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Another major way in which m
Review,was
Vol. 5 [2017],
Art. 1
answer Gardner-Webb
the Call
through
virginity or
fies the monastic ideal of chastity as bein
nary developments in early Christianity
effects on how a book filled with erotic

23 Justo L. Gonzalez, The Stoiy of
Church to the Dawn of the Reformation (San
1984), 124. These earliest monks, often refer
seemed to have sought holier lives in respon
Empire to Christianity under Constantine. G
Christians, “the fact that hte emperors declar
for this reason people were flocking to the ch
rather a greaet apostasy. Some who tended to
but did not wish to break communion with th
the desert, there to lead a life of meditation a
was no longer possible, these people believe
must continue training, if no longer for mart
fourth century thus witnessed a massive exod
deserts of Egypt and Syria.”

24 Elizabeth Johnson, “Marian Dev
Christian Spirituality: High Middle Ages and
York: Crossroad, 1987), 392-393. Johnson st
preachers of the thirteenth century helped br
imaginative, human level.
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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‘Let the seclusion of y
let the Bridegroom sp
ludat intrinsecus). If
Spouse; if you read, h
on you, he will come
through the hole in th
5:4 LXX). And you w

Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004

sick with love” (Song

At the end of the sixth century
Christ is wed only to the virgin
their union “with erotic langua
Songs and Roman love poetry.

25 Ernst, 2.
26 McGinn, Foundations
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid!, 216. Jerome saw
ased it insofar as it produced mor

29 Ibid., 217. The brief q
Epistle 22.1.
30 Jerome, Epistle 22.25
31 McGinn, The Growth of Mystic

Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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she nearly die during childbirth,36 but she
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
was an active,
enjoyable sex life with her
ly penance, and was ashamed of and torm
relationship.38 Perhaps Margery’s abando
with her husband was a part of her submi
God. She had, after all, ignored God’s ca
ness ventures before finally submitting th
gave up one of her favorite things in the
mand: meat.40 Although Margery’s exac
been typical—Margery herself was anythi

32 McGinn, Foundations, 214-215. A
“angels preserve chastity; devils lose it.”

33 Margery Kempe, The Book of Ma
Windeatt (London: Penguin Books, 1985), ch
Margery will come from this translation.
34 Ibid., chap. 4.
35 Ibid., chap. 3.
36 Ibid., chap. 1.
37 Ibid., chap. 3.
38 Ibid., chap. 4.
39 Ibid., chap. 2.
40 Ibid., chap. 5.

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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answer the Call, they experienc
Some
felt
anVolume
overwhelming
sen
Brown and Price:
Gardner-Webb
Review,
5, 2004
washing over them. Some crie
ported into the bright heavens,
and horrible scene of the Cruci
ever, was that of seeing and kn
language taken from the Song
tionship between God and the C
throughout the Middle Ages, so
used to describe the believer’s
specifically, Christ, was describ
and the Bridegroom. This term
although some of the connotati
to writer. Oftentimes, the line
one writer from another involv
language taken from the Song
fact that the Song of Songs is a
still do. Whether or not a write
able employing erotic language
had to do with an underlying v
notations. A good illustration o
the Middle Ages with Augustin
Before Augustine, var
Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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43 Ibid., 122. “Origen’s interpretatio
personal,Gardner-Webb
moving
through
levels of interp
Review,
Vol. 5 [2017], Art.five
1
defined as here): (1) from the grammatical ci
matic or historical reconstruction, to (3) the d
say about Christ’s relation to the church, (4) i
soul’s itinerary, and (5) how we are to approp
is not necessary to follow all the steps in deta
tion of receiving kisses is to be read as the m
the Word, conveyed both to the church and th
mind is filled with divine perception and und
human or angelic ministration, then she may
kisses of the Word of God himself’ (Comm, o
Lawson, p. 61]).”
44 Ibid., 122-123. “Thy breasts are
LXX) is interpreted as referring to the princip
the inner ground of the heart of Christ upon w
reposed. The treasures of wisdom and knowle
soul drinks from Christ’s breast are even bett
from the Law and the Prophets (Comm, on So
pp. 62-70])
45 Ibid., 121, 123. Origen combined
arrow” LXX) with Song 2:5 (“I am wounded
original teaching about the Word as the arrow
nately the sword of Eph. 6:17), whose love st
Origen, the amor caelestis, the soul being pie
Song of Songs, is the central message of the

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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would during the twelfth century
Fecamp and Peter Damian, who
relation of the loving soul to the
“that the mystical use of the Bib
Origen, experienced a revival in
return of this book to a central ro
section of one of his prayers, Joh
love.’ ‘O elect arrow and sharpe
through with the wound of your
wounded with charity”’ (Song 2:
version).”53 In his “Letter to a N

Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004

46 Ibid., 180.
47 Ibid., 260.
48 Ernst, 2.
49 McGinn, Foundations,
50 Ibid.

51 McGinn, Growth, 146.
early Middle Ages was not all that m
Song of Songs.”
52 Ibid.

53 Ibid., 137. The quotation
Meditations of Saint Augustine, 935.
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‘In these beds
Christ sleeps with them:
Happy the sleep,
Sweet the rest,
In which, when she is cherishe
The loyal maiden,
Within the embraces
Of the heavenly Bridegroom,
With his right arm
Embracing her as a bride,
His left arm under her head.
She falls asleep.
Wakeful in heart.
In body she sleeps,
On the Bridegroom’s loving

54 John of Fecamp, “Letter to a N
142. see also 481, n. 114.
55 McGinn, Growth, 144. For the
ing of “eros,” see n. 40 above.
56 Ibid., 145.

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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From the twelfth century
the more erotic language of the S
their experience of God. McGinn
the twelfth century is unsurpassed
of spousal love of Christ, Brautm
The most common images drawn
kisses, the wound of love, breasts
bed. The Cistercian Gilbert of Ho

Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004

notes the need for naked
mystical encounter. On
‘when she is completely
stripped of herself, passe

57 “Sequence on the Virgins
Growth, 145.
58 Ibid., stanzas 10a-1 lb; qu
59 This story is found, I beli
Puranas and the Mahabharata. In the
has the ability to summon the Gopis w
his call, abandon all of their work and
him in the forest, whether night or da
him, worshipping him as their lord.
60 McGinn, Growth, 154-15
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from her bosom. . . . From th
powerful speech, either spea
things with the Bridegroom i
taking pleasure in conversing
more secret dealings that the

Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1

Elsewhere, John draws on more direc
references to the sexual intercourse (c
Bride and the Divine Word.”65 An e
61 Ibid., 300-301.
62 Gilbert of Hoyland, Sermons

McGinn, Growth, 302.
63 McGinn, Growth, 302. In Ser

“‘Therefore, the bride, aglow with some g
Bridegroom’s embrace, melts from the pe
smoke [see Sg. 3:6], from the dust of the

glory. What do you think her arrival will
ful? What is her destination when she asc

the bed of the Beloved.’”
64 John of Ford, Sermons on the
109.9; quoted in McGinn, Growth, 309.
65 McGinn, Growth, 307.

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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the two distinguishes him
abide in one another in f
heart, body in body, soul

Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004

Bynum recounts another of Hade
she claims “reads like a descriptio

‘He came in the form an
day when he gave his Bo
self to me in the shape o
. . and then he gave me t
that he came himself to
pressed me to him; and a

66 Ibid., 332.
67 Rupert of Deutz, De Glo

Matteum, 12; quoted in McGinn, Gro
68 Caroline Walker Bynum
Significance of Food to Medieval W
Press, 1987); see esp. chap. 5, “Food
69 Ibid., 155.
70 Ibid., 155-156. The quot
Letter 9.
Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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In her Gardner-Webb
“The Seven
Manners
of Holy Lo
Review, Vol. 5 [2017],
Art. 1
work is this: to desire the most intimat
closest adhesion to that state in which
love” to her spouse, or Betrothed.74
Another thirteenth-century fem
Magdeburg, wrote of her intimate, mys
referred to her as “‘my Beloved.’”75 In
of a soul entering the heavenly court, G

shows her His divine heart: it
a large charcoal fire. Then He
so that the Noble Prince and t

71 Hadewijch, Vision 7; quoted in
72 Bynum, Feast, 162.

73 Vita Beatricis, bk. 3, chap. 2; q

74 Beatrice of Nazareth, “The Sev
Women Mystics in Medieval Europe, ed. Em
Epiney-Burgard, trans. Sheila Hughes (St.

75 Mechtild of Magdeburg, “The
Women Mystics in Medieval Europe, ed. Em
Epiney-Burgard, trans. Sheila Hughes (St.
All quotations from Mechthild come from

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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are so ‘co-natured’ in M
between
Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review,
Volume 5, 2004you and Me.8

A distinguishable feature of Me
vidual soul’s encounters with G
love of God. God, it seems, is
Although Mechtild was not the
focused primarily on the love o
and anticipating the arrival of th
found in Julian of Norwich, wh
“in the joining and the union he
beloved wife and his fair maide
pleased.”81
For the final example

76 Ibid., 1.4.
77 Ibid., 1.44, IV. 12.
78 Ibid., 1.44.
79 Ibid., 1.17.
80 Ibid., 1.44.

81 Julian of Norwich, Re
Colledge, O.S.A. and James Walsh
58. All quotations from Julian will
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‘Therefore I must be intimate
with you. Daughter, you grea
may boldly, when you are in b
wedded husband, as your dear
for I want to be loved as a son
and I want you to love me, da
love her husband. Therefore y
amis of your soul and kiss my
as sweetly as you want.’85
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Margery’s description of an erotic enco
is interesting in light of the fact that sex
band, something that she seemed to enj
she grew to distaste as a result of what
the Call.

One thing must be noted, how
language in describing encounters with
82 Margery Kempe, chap. 31.
83 Ibid., chap. 32.
84 Ibid.
85 Ibid., chap. 36.
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found in Bernard is taken directly
Brown
and Price: Gardner-Webb ‘“When
Review, Volume 5, 2004
comments,
she [the Bride
than wine,” she meant: “The rich
breasts contributes far more to m
reprimands of superiors.’””89 Ov
the images and language of sexua
employed by medieval writers to
temporal and, eventually, perfect
they loved and sought.
One of the most fascinat

86 McGinn, Growth, 198-19
“Spousal, or marital, love is above al
that has many other dimensions. It is
intellect and understanding, the highe
also vehement and forceful in ways t
not experience it. Such love is compl
in the senses that it is the highest for
the most exalted type of union. Final

of the soul.’”
87 Ibid., 193,223.
88 Caroline Walker Bynum
Spirituality of the High Middle Ages,
1984), 115.
89 Ibid., 117.
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A contemporary
of5 [2017],
Gregory,
Ambrose of
Song of Songs the idea of this unfulfilled
what he calls “the dialectic of presence a
McGinn writes,

The Christian life, the bishop im
game of love in which the Word
the soul, but the Word’s absence
empowering the soul to the mor
toward a fullness of union not t
has been laid aside.94

Jean Leclercq, commenting on the signif
(Canticle of Canticles) to medieval monk
wrote.

90 McGinn, Foundations, 139.
91 Ibid.
92 Ibid., 141.
93 Ibid., 211.
94 Ibid., 212.
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the Song of Songs doe
Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004
constant possession of
drama of pursuit, pleas
thus confirming the m
ing oscillation between
absence and presence.
here below can never b
anxious desire and tem
untas for the absent Gr
dynamic root for the m
the search and the enjo

The Cistercian Baldwin of Ford
because “as long as we are in th
of the Bridegroom and therefor
bed,”’ “sick with the ‘affliction
that for Hadewijch, the paradox

95 Jean Leclercq, O.S.B.,
God: A Study of Monastic Culture,
Fordham University Press, 2001),

96 McGinn, Growth, 241.
97 Ibid., 304.
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ing for tumultuous changes. The truth is
Gardner-Webb Review,
Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1 for some time,
been gradually
changing
ing had no idea that they were preparing
Christians, then, still tend to view God a
they respond to the call, “Arise, my love
away,” which had been so important dur
In order to answer this question, it is imp
were two main ways of interpreting the S
first adapted the allegorical interpretation
third century. God could be seen as eith
the individual soul, and many times as b
as married to the Church, the Bride of C
away. Many Christians, in both the Cath
alike, still rely on this imagery today. In
reinforced with Jesus’ parables, such as t
parable of the wedding banquet (22:10-1
98 Bynum, Feast, 158.
99 Beatrice of Nazareth, 91.
100 Julian of Norwich, chap. 5.

101 Bynum, Feast, 183-184. For Ca
is bread, she writes, “Such is the hell of the h
to this bread, the more they are aware that th
yearning for that bread increases, because it i
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he is, and all that he is
and5, 2004
can have, are e
Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb has
Review, Volume
he has to employ thus,
receives in giving it.103
In his fourth stanza, he writes,

Here the soul turns to
Him and giving Him th
He sometimes produce
ing likewise in what w
upon itself which in th
He then continues,

Thine awakening, O W
depth of my soul, whic
wherein alone, secretly

102 McGinn, Growth, 154

103 St. John of the Cross,
Allison Peers (New York: Triumph
104 Ibid. IV. 1.
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105 Ibid., IV. 3.
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Fleet. The attack created wides
across the country and panic at
threat of a large-scale invasion.
by declaring war on Japan. Jap
declaring war on the United Sta
plunged into the midst of a war
the country as Americans worri
For one segment of the America
fears were compounded. Japan’
war that followed changed the w
viewed throughout the country
When President Roosevelt anno
States was at war with Japan, he
denizens or subjects of the Emp
mies” and that “alien enemies d
safety of the United States ... a
Following the attack on Pearl H
created an atmosphere of fear a
internment of thousands of loya
The United States in 1
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1 Frank E. Chuman. The B
Their History and the Law. (Chicag
1981)160.
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western United States and relocated to t
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol.
5 [2017],
Art. 1
locations
around
the
country.
Over 70,0
American citizens, and a majority of the
States for 20 to 40 years, but were not e
of legal barriers.3 The fear and paranoia
following the attack on Pearl Harbor led
ment of thousands of Japanese-America
World War II as a defense measure to p
When Japan attacked the naval
Americans immediately feared that ther
onage involved. The so-called “Fifth C
and credible threat. The Fifth Column w
covert and subversive actions by civilia
enemy. It was believed that Fifth Colum
Nazi Germany in invading and taking o
such activity would occur in the United
Anyone of Japanese descent was immed
informer for the Japanese military. The
or invasion could be coordinated or aide

2 Bill Hosokawa. Nisei, the Quiet
(Niwot, CO: University Press of Colorado,
3 Chuman, 143.
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any act of disloyalty by a Japane
Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004
citizen.7 In reality, even when t
infiltrate the Japanese-American
tion, those attempts failed. An o
Takeo Yoshikawa was sent to Ha
about ship and troop movements
unable to gather sufficient inform
the Man Who Menaced America

He (Yoshikawa) used to
American sailors in bar
mation from Nisei girls
His first great disappoin
attempts to sound out th
Japanese. To his astoni
ically loyal to the Unite

4 Rodger Daniels, Prisone
World War II. (New York, NY: Hill
5 Chuman, 147.
6 Hosokawa, 252.
7 Chuman, 147.
8 Hosokawa, 218.
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the time, wrote on 12 February 1942 fo
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Since the outbreak of the Japan
important sabotage on the Pacif
about Hawaii and the Fifth Col
some have liked to think, a sign
feared. It is a sign that the blow
is held back until it can be struc

These comments were written o
attack on Pearl Harbor, despite the fact t
Americans were found to be acting in an
toward the United States. Japanese-Am
had in fact demonstrated their outrage at
loyalty to the United States. The very d
president of the Japanese American Citiz
largest Japanese-American organization
to President Roosevelt. On behalf of all
Japanese aliens, he promised “in this sol
9 Daniels, 37.
10 Daniels, 42.
11 Chuman, 149.
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well as Japanese) were immedi
but because many Japanese we
this impacted a much larger nu
Germans or Italians.16 When th
community in the United States
its assets.17 The Japanese comm
actions. Despite this, the Feder
actions against the perceived th
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ty

On 10 December 1941
Morgenthau that he believed th
to be taken against the Japanese
was not followed. That same d
informed the West Coast Milita
San Francisco were “ready for
report, and without any verifica

12 Hosokawa, 225.
13 Hosokawa, 244.
14Chuman, 154.
15 Hosokawa, 243.
16 Daniels, 26.
17 Ibid.
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were 41,000 Japanese aliens, 58,000 Ital
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aliens living
in California alone.21
DeWitt and the Western Defens
plans for the evacuation for enemy alien
be evacuated to only those of Japanese d
received official help in this endeavor fr
self, when he issued Executive Order No
used to remove thousands of loyal Japan
coast and relocate them in internment ca
The order enabled the Secretary of War a
create military areas wherein they had th
and remove any persons on the basis of
pose to national security. It stated that th
charge of each area would have the pow
person to enter, remain in, or leave.”22 I
the Department of War the power and ab
plans that had been drawn up to evacuate

18 Hosokawa 244.
19 Hosokawa 245.
20Chuman 153.
21 Ibid.
22 Daniels 128.
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aged to relocate. The movemen
Brown and Price:
Gardner-Webb Review,
5, 2004work places,
restricted
to Volume
their
with a strictly enforced eight o’
of the movements of the Japane
gent.

Although the opportun
in the military areas with the m
tle freedom they still possessed
on 30 March, all persons of Jap
forbidden to leave the areas.25
out of the military areas, but th
Congress of Public Law No. 50
law, this law gave any military
individual out of a military area
Japanese who left the west coa
evacuations began shortly there
lies on Bainbridge Island, acros
evacuated to a relocation facilit

23 Daniels 53.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 Daniels 54.
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areas designated from time to ti
Gardner-Webb
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appropriate
military
commande
Executive Order No. 9066 ... o
nated under such Executive Ord
maintenance and supervision.29

In addition to several temporary
internees, the WRA created relocation ce
Lake, California; Poston and Gila River,
Heart Mountain, Wyoming; Granada, Co
Rohrer and Jerome, Arkansas. Each of t
to thousands of interned Japanese, who w
reason than their race, without due proce
peaks, each camp held from 8,000-20,00
for each are:
Manzanar, CA
Tule Lake, CA
Poston, AZ
Gila River, AZ
27 Ibid.
28 Chuman 146.
29 Ibid.
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four separate releases for differe
camps. The first released were
4,300 people.31 Another 10,000
vide labor for the local agricultu
source was a tactic often used a
at assembly centers and relocati
were released to work with the
people who were imprisoned be
the country were now asked to
6,000 Nisei volunteered or were
Intelligence Specialist School.33
war effort by acting as translato
The last group to be released fr
exchanged for American diplom
of these groups of people were
side the WRA.34 Secretary of t
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30 Chuman 144.
31 Daniels 73.
32 Daniels 75.
33 Daniels 77.
34 Ibid.
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Benito Mussolini were extremely recog
European
enemies.
Most
Americans di
Gardner-Webb
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Tojo as the enemy on the same level th
Mussolini with the enemy. Instead, th
became viewed as the enemy.37 The se
that all Japanese seemed to fit the same
Germans or Italians, people of Japanese
same to Americans. They were all easi
creation of a stereotypical cartoon “Jap
suddenly became the same “buck-tooth
sneak.”38
Although the fear of the “Yello
threat posed by America’s Japanese pop
extreme measures as relocation and inte
everywhere. They were the exception r
Hawaii, the American territory that had
enemy and had the most reason to fear
ures were taken. Hawaii’s population

35 Daniels 75.
36 Daniels 72.
37 Hosokawa 247.
38 Hosokawa 245.
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For the Issei the betraya
ed country was a shock, but und
citizens by birth, the hurt they ex
historian Bill Flosokawa describ
could understand the inevitabilit
But the Nisei, who had taken de
were depressed and frustrated to
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with the enemy Jap.”42
The Japanese people of
fear and racism when the United
Their lives were interrupted and
war. They did not receive any r
issued Proclamation 4417 in 197
Order No. 9066. Congress made
the surviving camp internees by
tution under the Civil Rights Ac
government admitted its wrongd
39 Chuman 146.
40 Hosokawa 225.
41 Hosokawa 240.
42 Hosokawa 246-7.
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IX. 2 Peter
3:5-1
Gardner-Webb
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X. Conclus
Bibliogra

I. Introduction
For centuries, theologians have
debate the topic of election. The purpose
what the Bible has to say concerning elec
tions, a selection of major representative
The focus will be primarily on New Test
Testament texts prominent in the theolog
Before exploring these passages
be given. There are two basic perspectiv
destination and free will. According to th
"predestination emphasizes a divine pred
tiny in conformity with an eternal plan" (
Predestinarians believe that God chose w
before the world was created (VanDyke
believe that people have an "inherent pow
between alternatives" (Wright 43-44). Th
essarily divide people into two separate g
to mix or shift between the ideas, but ove
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Basinger and Basinger 91). With
not ensure Flis eternal purposes w
and Basinger 125).
Similarly, free will theis
theology. If God predestines wh
ing whether or not to receive Go
hold them responsible for their d
than God's puppets who only hav
Basinger and Basinger 151). Als
goodness because if God is good
God should predestine everyone
and Basinger 50). Additionally,
choose differently than God desi
Acknowledging that various vie
two texts traditionally quoted in
major positions (predestination a
seem to have aspects supporting
selected for several reasons but p
ferent perspectives. Concordanc
books were used to create a list o
to the issue of election. Bible pa
vation were researched as to how
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were the fewest of all peoples; b
LORD
and is keepin
Gardner-Webb
Review,loves
Vol. 5 [2017], you,
Art. 1
swore to your fathers, that the L
out with a mighty hand, and red
house of bondage, from the han
Egypt. Know therefore that the
God, the faithful God who keep
love with those who love him a
commandments, to a thousand g
to their face those who hate him
he will not be slack with him w
requite him to his face. You sha
do the commandment, and the s
ordinances, which I command y
Standard Version, as are all othe
unless otherwise noted.]

The New Testament has many a
uses terms and phrases for Christians wh
Old Testament to describe Israel. For ex
Christians and Old Testament Israelites a
God (Ephesians 1:4; Deuteronomy 7:6).
refers to those "baptized into Christ" as b
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ed to the Israelites. Indeed, the
of relationship with others (Wei
Verse six begins by sta
God. The verse does not say th
use of the word "are" indicates
possibility. The statement impli
made holy. A predestinarian pe
before creation. A free will thei
to be holy was God's decision a
human response. Though the Is
God to be holy, they still need t
as commanded in verse 11. Thi
sion to obey.
Another aspect of Israe
Israel. God's reason for choosin
large nation. Actually, Israel wa
that the rabbis of the time knew
chose Israel because of its humi
verse eight states that God chos
was faithful to the covenant. Co
sen by grace. Israel had no reas
nothing to be worthy of their ch
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Israel has
a responsibility to respond to G
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commands. God's love provides inspirat
divine love in the form of obedience (15
These two verses seem to imply
some degree on the people's choice of ob
people choose obedience, God blesses th
choose to disobey, God destroys them. T
choice is free or determined. A free will
gives the option, people respond, and the
quences of their free decision. However
that God determines what decision the p
obedience or disobedience.
Obviously, the Israelites were n
were punished. If Israel's decisions were
would have to conclude that God predes
Israel and the resulting punishment. Thi
aspects concerning human responsibility
If God predestines disobedience, people
disobedient and can therefore not be held
be justified in punishing them for doing
do. Nor can a God be said to be loving
to be disobedient and therefore predestin
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favors predestination theology, it
ism. People can be held accounta
divine initiative of offering salvat
sen from all the nations to have a
relationship was not limited to th
nations were to be blessed (Genes
ism is on more solid ground with
necessity of being careful to do a
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II. Joshua 24:14-24
[14] "Now therefore fear
in sincerity and in faithf
which your fathers serve
Egypt, and serve the LO
unwilling to serve the LO
you will serve, whether
in the region beyond the
Amorites in whose land
my house, we will serve
people answered, "Far b
forsake the LORD, to se
the LORD our God who
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In Joshua 24, Joshua leads a c
profess their loyalty to God (Butler 268
a command, and then in verse 15, he st
sion. The subsequent verses are an exc
Joshua and the Israelites concerning Go
options. With regard to the predestinat
argument revolves around the issue of
passages such as Deuteronomy 7:6 and
chosen people. These texts affirm that
24:15, Israel is given the opportunity to
375). Motivating factors in Israel's cho
verses 17-18 as the Israelites acknowle
their history. In this passage, the Israel
ment to God. The debate is whether th
free will to choose God or God’s prede
choose.
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1

Verse 15 begins with a conditi
be unwilling" implies that Israel could
states "choose this day whom you will
decision belongs to the Israelites. This
term "whether" and the options of serv
A free will theist can interpret
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committed to God even though h
low God. Flowever, in this passa
Another aspect of the free will-p
causal factors. According to Tre
serve God or idols. Israel was to
serving God was better than follo
verses 17 and 18, the Israelites a
and this acknowledgment is part
choose to commit to serve God.
Could Israel, after ackno
follow other gods? Determinists
history of the Israelites was so gr
decision was determined by these
God's history and the consequenc
have chosen differently (Feinberg
Predestinarians can expound on
mined the conditions and therefo
Israel. Indeterminists and free w
despite these influences, Israel st
(Feinberg in Basinger and Basing
In verse 19, Joshua state
Predestinarians can restate this id
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evidence is very weak. Because "if," w
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supportive of free will, is used more fr
translations than "when" which suppor
argument seems stronger.
Verse 22 deals with responsib
Israelites, "you are witnesses" and "you
ment identifies the responsibility for th
Israelites. In response to Joshua's state
responsibility by stating, "we are witne
Free will theism gain
dealing with responsibility. As mentio
will theism, if God is just, God does no
actions they cannot choose. In verse 2
responsibility. In order for the Israelite
they must have been able to make a ge
is unjust (Reichenbach in Basinger and
This passage seems to strongl
Although there are possible predestinar
ments are matched with stronger free w
er-explanations. Predestinarian theolog
of this passage. Joshua delivers a com
commands and consequences as if the
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in God."
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Several issues concern
sage. The passage includes phr
phrases that seem to favor pred
of divine initiative and human r
ship by sending Jesus. The inc
response. When examining the
be considered. One needs to co
directed, what the purposes for
actions and purposes began.
Verses 16 and 17 discu
and the purpose of this action.
Verse 17 states that God sent Je
might be saved" (emphasis min
in this context affects how one
world" is exposed to God's initi
mentaries agree that "world" re
John, the term "world" or "kosm
ful and opposed to God (O'Day
though the world "obviously di
world" and had mercy. This me
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will think
he does not love the boy he di
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loves and can save the world, God offers
same time, God does not force people to
(Geisler in Basinger and Basinger 69-70
This scenario is problematic. It
ability to accept the man's offer to help.
prets "world" in John 3 to mean "everyo
could offer to help all three boys, but the
have the ability to accept the offer. Norm
ing would accept an offer for help if (s)h
According to predestinarians, God is not
tion to everyone even though some of th
The offer alone is an act of love and grac
Some predestinarians conclude
mean "the entire world." "World" can b
or "whoever believes in him" (v. 16). Th
that God loved those who would believe
Wright disagrees with John 3:16 being u
will theism. In his translation of John 3:
replaces "that whosoever believeth" with
believing." Thus, his translation reads: "
he gave his only begotten Son, in order
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a decision concerning Christ (W
thought, verse 17 describes Jesu
opportunity to accept their callin
provide a different interpretation
that while one may not yet be p
condemned to spiritual death. T
has already, while physically liv
(Hull 244). Gerald L. Borchert
demnation is not only in the fut
1051).
Verses 19-21 discuss "t
are hidden. Raymond Brown ex
out the true character of people
what they are. One could interp
light" reveals who is and is not
Hull states that as peop
are forced to respond (Hull 245)
and each reaction has a consequ
or believe, are not condemned b
comes into the light, and God's
respond negatively. They avoid
sins. These people would rather
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Though Bultmann seems to be
and refute
predestination,
his arguments
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
that the two concepts can co-exist. One
loves the light or the dark more, and the
his/her own mind, choose. Whether or n
nation, every person's state is already de
has always been inclined in one directio
debate whether a person has free choice
choice if the person does not know what
decision is already determined by the in
One question is whether or not a person
innate character, or essence.
John 3:16-21 has been defined
ological summations concerning salvatio
1051). It includes several aspects of sal
love of God, possible human responses,
responses. While this passage, or part o
the theological implications of interpreta
deep. Theologians and commentators h
its implications, and several different vi
The overall perspective of the text is tha
ing everybody, and has given Jesus as th
people accept this offer while others ref
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he has given me, but ra
this is the will of my F
the Son and believes in
and I will raise him up
then murmured at him,
which came down from
Jesus, the son of Josep
know? How does he no
from heaven'?" Jesus a
among yourselves. No
Father who sent me dr
up at the last day. It is
they shall all be taught
heard and learned from
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John 6:37-45 is much l
es and ideas which can be interp
predestination. Both passages i
human response. William E. H
themes" which appear througho
passage in chapter 3 discusses l
chapter 6 discusses seeing, hear
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"impossible." The second half of verse
me I will
not Review,
castVol.out."
Gardner-Webb
5 [2017], Art. 1Those who com
and therefore cannot leave the faith. If a
faith, then that person was not among th
Because those who come cannot be "cas
apostates which means they do not have
will, then they must be able to decide to
decide not to follow Christ. Therefore, b
free will is also impossible (Feinberg in
God has chosen the elect and draws them
vent the elect's eventual coming to and r
Free will theists interpret verse
who will come or are willing to come to
Jesus. Jesus then accepts these people.
believe, and God confirms to them that w
These people who are willing to come a
Jesus in verse 37 (Hull 275). Predestina
verse 37 to refute apostasy and therefore
counter that "will not cast out" does not
acceptance versus rejection. "Will not c
not refuse salvation to anyone who is wi
The term "will" is frequently us
38, Jesus states that he was sent to do th
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol5/iss1/1
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spiritually see that Jesus was th
and believed (Hull 276).
A predestinarian expla
have spiritual sight and others a
predestined to see or not see. P
unless God reveals that truth to
elect who then respond positive
so.
Free will theists sugge
because they want to see. As in
willingness and calling are inte
ness by enabling them to see sp
considered as God giving them
those who come (v. 37). A free
gy agrees with Hebrew 12:2 wh
isher, or "pioneer and perfecter,
came with an offer (pioneer). J
Jesus does not cast out the will
Verses 44 and 45 recei
A common theme in John conc
parts: divine initiative and hum
human effort alone is not enoug
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that in order
Gardner-Webbfor
Review,people
Vol. 5 [2017], Art.to
1 be drawn by G
God. If people will listen, then God will
people see what God is doing and take c
rewards their faith through drawing and
receive eternal life (Brown 277).
Another free will theist, Everett
people need to be taught who Jesus is, an
draws them to Jesus (1087). Verse 45 st
God." O'Day believes this "all" means "
tion is inclusive in intent, not exclusive"
all, but "only those who hear and learn w
She adds that "learning" is a metaphor fo
more receptive people are, the more they
603-604). Hull presents a similar argum
and teaches people, giving them "opport
People can choose to accept or reject thi
concept is that God gives opportunity. I
God and listen, God moves in their heart
People have free will. They can freely d
in their openness, they will be drawn.
Predestinarians explain this ver
arguments concerning John 6. The "all"
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supportive of predestination bec
by "lose nothing" implies a certa
destination than free will. Howe
diminishes the relational attribut
explain this verse while maintain
that God is relational. The subs
strong inclination toward either
tives. Both sides are able to ma
When weighing these t
does not seem to be in the textua
The predestination argument pre
in control. Free will theism des
all-powerful. These theologies
part of the predestination-free w
6:37-45 can be interpreted from
equal weight. The determining
passage appears to be one's fund
which are hopefully founded on
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VI. Romans 8:28-33

" We know that in ever
with those who love hi
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Verse 28 has four related part
people's calling, and God's purpose. A
divine and human actions. God works,
People are to love God. The first part
good which is followed by "with those
describes "those" in two ways. "Those
are called according to God's purpose.
The first description for "those
Concerning predestination and free wil
freely choose or are predestined to love
nation is that God called certain people
God do so because they are called or p
tation of the relationship is that God lo
choose how they will respond to this lo
loving God. These people are called, a
accomplish God's purposes. Free will
of the predestinarian position that peop
God. According to free will theists, for
free; it cannot be forced. Because pred
allow for free choice, human love for G
destinarian system, and therefore, prede
uine.
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
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plan, not everyone receives sal
idea that everyone will receive
that everyone will have the opp
Verses 29 and 30 use several ke
tined," "called," "justified," and
words are interrelated. A large
debate is based on how one rel
"predestination." The grammat
"completed action" which Dun
of God's purpose being fulfilled
28 contains the word "might" w
ing certainty.
The overall past verb
predestination interpretation of
will be accomplished, and the v
has already been accomplished
predestined what is to happen.
tion. If God's purpose in salva
foreknown and predestined tho
McGregor Wright describes fo
"coextensive" which means tha
people God foreknew and pred
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decisions.
Pinnock states that people are
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
God's will for the whole world, but they
ly in their own case" (Pinnock in Basing
Reichenbach states that God voluntarily
human freedom, but in some cases God m
accomplish certain goals. However, thes
doned without just cause or good reason.
would totally remove morally significant
make our own moral choices, is complet
ceptable" (Reichenbach in Basinger and
also states that God can accomplish thing
degree of persuasion (117). Therefore, th
30 does not disprove free will theism bec
nature and influence to ensure that ultima
even if specific goals for individuals are
free will.

Another free will response to th
terms. Dale Moody explains foreknowle
tionship between the biblical use of "kno
God's foreknowledge is God's loving a p
God. Foreknowledge is not related to sp
tined for heaven or hell but to the intimat
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Jesus, then the person can choo
faith.
Verse 32 contains the
interpreting this verse as it rela
whom "us all" refers. The free
"everyone," and therefore, the p
salvation to be available for ev
not coincide with a predestinati
tinarians, if someone does not b
not believe in Jesus. Jesus was
refers only to those predestined
that Paul is referring to the Chr
(Wright 124). Some predestina
because everyone is predestine
verse 29, the use of "many" ref
receive salvation.
Before the world's cre
God initiated a relationship wit
people to follow His intention,
fied and glorified. The debate
the opportunity to accept God's
given the opportunity accept or
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that we should be holy and blam
[He destined us in love to be his
Christ, according to the purpose
praise of his glorious grace whic
on us in the Beloved. In him we
through his blood, the forgivene
according to the riches of his gr
upon us. For he has made know
and insight the mystery of his w
purpose which he set forth in Ch
fullness of time, to unite all thin
heaven and things on earth. In h
purpose of him who accomplish
to the counsel of his will, we w
have been destined and appointe
of his glory. In him you also, wh
of truth, the gospel of your salva
in him, were sealed with the pro
which is the guarantee of our in
acquire possession of it, to the p

Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1

Ephesians l is a eulogy which in
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and no longer a gracious gift. Se
it is less special. Free will theist
because of the giver, not the rece
people will take the gift for gran
eliminating grace.
In several verses, all thi
according to God's counsel, purp
pose is described as "set forth in
time, to unite all things in him, t
(vv. 9-10). Pheme Perkins states
thought and probably in the mind
"cosmic" scope; it included every
tion for verse 10 would then be t
Jesus' plan does not extend (Perk
tation of "all things" is that salva
one. God's will is to offer salvat
God's plan is broad enough that
Predestinarians have sev
phrase "all things." They can tak
that everyone is predestined to re
sage in Ephesians only mentions
does not refer to consequences o
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choose,
their choice is no longer free (
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
stance is the choice God made "before
was for there to be a church, but in thi
which individuals would be a part of t
Verse five explains how peop
us in love." Love was a guiding facto
Markus Barth explains that "love" in t
cal attitude of both covenant partners
toward one another" (Barth 80). Barth
comparing parallel statements in the O
(80). The reciprocal attitude of love im
explains that God desires an "intimate
points out that verse five states that be
adopted as sons and daughters of God
close that the adoptees are transformed
42).
Free will theist John Sanders
God. In his opinion, God "desires a re
not be forced" (Sanders 243). Sanders
gy to be supportive of the idea that pe
manipulates people. Sanders conclude
loving, relational God. Love allows fo
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light of our discussion is in vers
insight, and mystery being made
attention to the fact that there w
groups around the time this lette
Martin specifically mentions the
gnostics protected their secret kn
false teachers preached that divi
some (Martin in Broadman 136)
give thanks to God for the revel
openly proclaiming this knowled
be like the false teachers and gn
privileged to have a secret or sp
Free will theists can us
for free will. Martin mentions t
divine knowledge was only for s
for some, then it must either be
verse nine states that divine insi
at least available for some, and m
one. The problem with this logi
teachers false was their statemen
some. The falsehood in the teac
have been found in their criteria
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the mystery. People saw Jesus but did
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
Messiah. Jesus' identity was a mystery
"wisdom and insight" to the elect so the
idea is similar to those found in Mark s
multitude and walks on water while the
(Mark 6).
Verse 13 includes the word "se
requirements or prerequisites of being s
believing. The seal is promised by the
certainty. Wright gives a predestinarian
seal as an irresistible "pledge" that the
individuals (Wright 135). He also state
ship being applied to our souls by the H
"cannot be erased" (138). The seal is p
selection of those who would receive sa
Although this interpretation makes sens
it is problematic in that it makes human
ty or objects instead of individuals who
with God.
Markus Barth provides some o
"sealed." One common understanding
tism. Some other possibilities are that
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world's creation. People cannot g
sealed, or permanent. Those who
will enter into a relationship with
Because of the predestination term
predestinarian viewpoint is well s
cept of a seal is one of security an
the predestination perspective tha
verse five weakens the argument
can be loving while not allowing
salvation.
A free will approach to t
had the purpose of a church in ge
have loving, intimate relationship
choice to be a part of this church
God revealed this opportunity thr
the offer, their choice is confirme
reveals wisdom and insight to the
provide alternative interpretations
the reciprocal nature of love as be
free will theism seem to have a st
Although predestinarians have a g
the passage, the free will argumen
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Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1

1 Timothy 2 is the beginning o
proper church conduct (Mounce 93). V
church should pray for everybody, not o
The main word in this section is "all."
seven verses. The use of "all" in verses
sage to be a key text used by free will t
will debate concerning election. Also, i
to God's desire. The forcefulness, or th
has is also debated when dealing with e
Free will theists consider "all"
pret verses 1-2 as instructions for Chris
including the leaders. According to ver
receive salvation, and according to vers
The word "all" implies some sort of uni
extent of God's salvific concern.
Verse four states that God "des
come to the knowledge of the truth" (v.4
ism, this verse means that God wants ev
Logically, if God wants everyone to rec
all people the opportunity to be saved.
the opportunity to receive salvation, the
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as being the first thing to ever b
following section is the most im
all" means the following section
sented because it is "most impo
example Wright gives is 1 Timo
money is the root of all evils."
for money. In this case, "all" re
Therefore, in 1 Timothy 2:4, wh
is saying that God desires praye

Brown and Price: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 5, 2004

ple" (171).
According to some int
which qualifies "all" as being "
torical context of 1 Timothy. C
promoting the idea of exclusivi
was only for Jews or certain gro
Interpreter's 797). Some memb
accepting these ideas and only
(Mounce 93). When Paul state
receive salvation, Paul was refu
Harper 1238). He was saying t
or other human criteria. Paul c
the Ephesians to pray for the sa
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Predestinarians
limit atonement to the el
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
pretation of "all" in verse four, states tha
verse six is a ransom for "all kinds of pe
mine). According to Wright, this interpr
es dealing with atonement and ransoms.
20:28, Isaiah 35:10, and Isaiah 53:11 wh
refer to a select group. According to Wr
Jesus' atoning ransom is not for everybo
includes individuals from many people g
with these examples is that Matthew 20:
term "many" while 1 Timothy 2:6 uses "
earlier, there are several passages in 1 T
mean "all kinds."
Another aspect of 1 Timothy 2:
"God's desire" from verse four. Some p
desire is the same as God's will which ca
wills for all to be saved, then all will be
respond to this point in several ways. O
with the assumption that God's desire an
(Mounce 86). Another way to explain G
will is to present the idea of levels, degr
James D. G. Dunn describes God as hav
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would have a reason to send Je
not all of them. In 1 Timothy 2
sacrifice would not be an atone
consider other passages such as
which describe God's purposes.
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IX. 2 Peter 3:5-10

They deliberately igno
word of God heavens
earth formed out of w
through which the wo
deluged with water an
word the heavens and
been stored up for fire
of judgment and destr
do not ignore this one
Lord one day is as a th
years as one day. The
promise as some coun
toward you, not wishi
that all should reach r
Lord will come like a
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verse the
people are reminded that Jesus
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
moment. He argues this section to mea
ple to repent. However, because people
believe the end is not near, God informs
will be a surprise, and they need to be r
1177). Bauckham's interpretation reject
It leads to the conclusion that people ca
Some free will theists argue against pre
that if people were predestined for salva
have no choice about when they repent.
delay repentance, and God would not ne
imminence of Jesus' return because that
hinder them in making a decision to rep
This logic only works to contradict a pr
states that God not only determines who
when each elect person will accept or re
does not refute a predestinarian theology
although people do not choose whether
reject salvation, the elect can choose wh
latter type of predestinarian theology inc
to predestination.
Another debated issue involvin
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previous free will argument con
and "all" refer only to the elect,
waits for the elect to receive sa
There are some problems with
addressed to those who have re
the elect because some of the e
could be telling those who have
so that they will join the elect.
ten to the elect does not mean t
the elect.
According to Wright's
defined simply as "waiting." In
Paul J. Achtemeier defines "for
purpose of this patience is "to l
In Wright's interpretation, God
waiting because if God had not
destined the elect to repent soo
Achtemeier's definition, more t
have the opportunity to receive
not a set group or number of pe
is more purposeful and therefor
Another interesting ve
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and understand them properly. They can
not revealed
them.
Therefore,
"ignori
Gardner-Webbto
Review,
Vol. 5 [2017], Art.
1
Predestinarians believe that the
the other hand, free will theists believe th
people must have free will; otherwise, pe
only an illusion of choice (Reichenbach
Overall, free will theists have a stronger
proper interpretation of 2 Peter 3:5-10 th
will theism uses typical meanings of "all
general sense of words such as "delibera
Predestinarians argue that "all"
argument is not well supported by other
forbearance and deliberately ignoring fac
sists mostly of explanation instead of def

X. Conclusion
Eight passages have been exam
what the Bible says concerning predestin
Perspectives of different commentators h
cally analyzed. Arguments were compar
were probably most representative of eac
Implications of different wording and tra
considered as well.
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decision. Deuteronomy subtly
7:11
withReview,
theVolume
phrase
"be carefu
Brown and Price:
Gardner-Webb
5, 2004
where Joshua is depicted as tell
the choice is between the dark a
do not directly mention choice,
discussion of these verses.
Third, God's initiating
sages included phrases which d
for doing things. John
3:17 states that God se
of saving the world. In John 6,
what God had given him. Rom
(v.28). According to Ephesians
planned to "unite all things" (v.
desire is for "everyone to be sa
the truth" (New Revised Standa
is that no one perish and that al
to Ephesians 1:11-14, God's pu
The main question peo
of election is whether salvation
mixture of the two, as Dale Mo
Romans 8. Predestinarians say
sions as a response to God's ini
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obedience and the necessity of being c
Predestination
interpretations
of Joshua
Gardner-Webb Review,
Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
illusion of choice, but Joshua’s list of o
lowed by the Israelites' accepting respo
theism. Similarly, in the New Testame
phrase "deliberately ignore" implies ch
predestinarians to explain.
In the representative passages
Ephesians, predestinarians have good a
provides a more comprehensive interpr
tation of John 3:16-21 seems to focus o
and has a sound basis in the major mod
6:35-44 and Ephesians 1:3-14, the pred
God as less relational but more in cont
describes God as more relational but le
8:38-44 and Ephesians 1:3-14, predesti
definition changes. However, despite t
tion, free will theism offers counter-exp
and phrases we have discussed, gives i
the idea that God is ultimately able to a
the verb tense in texts such as Ephesian
al factor in salvation implied by Ephes
gy has difficulty explaining how there
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teristics and motives at crass variance wit
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
paper seeks to examine several elements
help the reader understand why the Germ
Hitler.
Hitler portrayed himself and was
The ideal father is kind, gentle, and appro
punishment if needed. Adolf Hitler want
father figure. One incident that clearly d
when Hitler was preparing to address a la
in Traunstein. Masses of people were ch
hear their Fuhrer speak. Just as Hitler wa
es, an SA official informed him that a loy
hospital, lying on his deathbed, Hitler im
and sat by the dying man’s side for about
though Hitler, in an unselfish act of kindn
time to be with one individual supporter.
would do, and this is what Hitler did. Ac
and politically motivated, but the Fuhrer
1
(Michigan:
2
1987), 3.
3

Ernest K Bramsted, Goebbels and
Michigan State University Press,
Ian Kershaw, The Hitler Myth (Lo
Bramsted, 205.
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may seem a bit hypocritical on
Brown andning
Price: Gardner-Webb
Review,
Volume 5,movement
2004
of the
Nazi
som
homosexuals or people who we
Why would Hitler make such a
because he wanted to use the SA
day after the Rohm Purge, Goeb
in which, “...his face reflected
old comrades who had been mis
father figure after the purge of t
tor of righteous punishment wh
line. For many leaders, a purge
cal suicide, but this instance fur
remained popular.
Another important elem
peacemaker. Hitler attempted to
the early stages of the Nazi regi

4 Kershaw, Hitler, 520.

5 WilliamShirer, The Rise
Fawcett Crest, 1950), 312.

6 Kershaw, Hitler. 520-52

7 Anthony Rhodes, Propa
Chelsea House Publishers, 1976), 3
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the same rights as the British, French, an
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 5 [2017], Art. 1
sound like
theReview,
anti-Semitic,
warlord Hit
Hitler accomplished two objectives with
prised the world with his talk of peace a
understanding for the German point of v
support from the German people with ta
to the other powers. Friedensrede was m
instilled hope in the downtrodden Germ
Another example of Hitler’s se
came in the form of a speech as well. In
Germany was prepared to disarm as lon
the same. Hitler knew that France woul
tious policy because the French still sev
The French believed that Germany wou
France for its defeat in World War I. Hi
disarmament as an opportunity to withd
Nations. In a convincing speech presen
said:

8 Holger H Herwig, “The Political
Journal of Contemporary History 9, no. 2 (1
9 Alan Bullock, Hitler: A Study in
Row Publishers, 1962), 322.
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film, “The Triumph of the Will,”
ing
a plane,
looking
down upo
Brown and
Price: in
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
5, 2004
his people in order to meet with
nitely had religious overtones. I
Christ’s descent from the heaven
and Jesus may be uncertain, but
see that the parallel in “Triumph
intended.

One can clearly see Hit
speech to the Hitler Youth in 19
of our flesh and blood of our blo
1932 when he told the same org
warm should be damned and spe
cally recited a biblical passage i
come to the understanding that H

10 Bullock, 323.

11 Adolf Hitler, Mein Kam
Houghton Mifflin, 1971), 65.

12 The Triumph of the Wi

13 Robert Waite, The Psyc
Basic Books, 1977), 32.
14 Waite, 32.
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was about an unemployed father who wa
dren. The
father
was
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol.
5 [2017],so
Art. 1 poor that he ofte
his children so the children often cried th
Adolf Hitler ascended to power and he o
jobs. At the end of the story, the father re
Autobahn and the family recovered. The
lived very happy lives from that point fo
Hitler as the hero. It basically gives him
this particular man’s family. This is relig
had created a political faith. The faith m
graph can be defined as pseudo-religious
Hitler to gain and maintain mass support
these “faiths” are not centered in God or
they are centered in the person of Adolf
Propaganda ministry were effective in le
focusing their beliefs, hearts, souls, and
Between 1933 and 1935, Hitler
that he was planning on murdering millio

15 Waite, 31.
16 Bramsted, 202.

17 Willy Schumman, Beina Present
Germany (Ohio: Kent State University Press,
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want to alienate too many people
Browntion
and Price:of
Gardner-Webb
5, 2004
JewsReview,
anVolume
incremental
proce
Hitler had basically completed th
have cost him support if he had b
Hitler began his mission against
Hitler truly believed that the Jew
also had another more pragmatic
Jews. Hitler had to have an enem
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